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Abstract
We consider metric spaces X with the nice property that any continuous function f :X → R
which is uniformly continuous on each set of a finite cover of X by closed sets, is itself uniformly
continuous. We characterize the spaces with this property within the ample class of all locally
connected metric spaces. It turns out that they coincide with the uniformly locally connected spaces,
so they include, for instance, all topological vector spaces. On the other hand, in the class of all
totally disconnected spaces, these spaces coincide with the UC spaces.
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1. Introduction
All spaces in the sequel are metric and C(X) denotes the set of all continuous real-
valued functions of a space X.
The main goal of this paper is to study the following natural notion:
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Definition 1.1. A space X is called straight if whenever X is the union of finitely many
closed sets, then f ∈ C(X) is uniformly continuous (briefly, u.c.) iff its restriction to each
of the closed sets is u.c.
The following apparently weaker notion is easier to deal with:
Definition 1.2. A space X is called 2-straight if whenever X is the union of two closed
sets, then f ∈ C(X) is u.c. iff its restriction to each of the closed sets is u.c.
We will prove that the two notions are equivalent (Theorem 2.9).
Example 1.3. The unit circle in R2 is compact, hence straight. The circle minus one point
is not straight: to see this one identifies the circle with the set of complex numbers of
absolute value 1 and considers the function f (θ) = eiθ defined for 0 < θ < 2π . Then the
inverse function f−1 on the unit circle minus one point is not u.c. but its restrictions on
{eiθ : 0 < θ  π} and on {eiθ : π  θ < 2π} are u.c.
The following well-known notion [1,2] is obviously related to straightness.
Definition 1.4. A metric space X is called UC provided each f ∈ C(X) is u.c.
UC spaces are often called Atsuji spaces. Each UC space is clearly straight and the
converse is true for totally disconnected spaces. This is one of the main results of the paper
(Theorem 4.6).
In the presence of local connectedness, things change radically (cf. Example 1.6). Let
us recall first the following stronger version of local connectedness:
Definition 1.5 [5, 3-2]. A metric space X is uniformly locally connected, if for every ε > 0
there is δ > 0 such that any two points at distance < δ lie in a connected set of diameter
< ε.
It is relatively easy to see that uniformly locally connected spaces are straight
(Lemma 3.1). For a locally connected metric space X we will prove that X is straight iff it
is uniformly locally connected (Theorem 3.9). So we have a complete characterization of
straight metric spaces both in the totally disconnected and in the locally connected case.
Example 1.6. Let D be a closed unit disk in the Euclidean plane. Put X = D \ {c} where c
is the center of D. Then X is straight by Theorem 3.9 but it is neither UC nor complete.
In Section 5 we show that the following two stronger versions of straight coincide with
UC:
(a) a space is UC iff all its closed subspaces are straight (Proposition 5.1);
(b) a space X is UC iff whenever X is the union of a countable locally finite family of
closed sets, then f ∈ C(X) is u.c. iff its restriction to each of the closed sets is u.c.
(Proposition 5.4).
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2. General properties of straight spacesWe start by a well-known characterization of UC spaces. For a metric space (X,d),
M ⊆ (X,d) and ε > 0, Bε(M)= {x ∈M: d(x,M)< ε}; we write just Bε(x) for M = {x}.
It is well known that each f ∈ C(X) is uniformly continuous (u.c.) if X is compact or
uniformly discrete. Recall that X is uniformly discrete if there is δ > 0 such that any two
distinct points of X are at distance at least δ.
Theorem 2.1. A metric space (X,d) is UC iff there is a compact K ⊂ X such that for any
ε > 0, X \Bε(K) is uniformly discrete.
Clearly, a compact set K as in the above theorem contains all non-isolated points of the
space X.
Definition 2.2. Let X be a metric space. Two sequences xn, yn in X with d(xn, yn) → 0
will be called adjacent sequences. If moreover xn (or equivalently yn) form a closed
discrete set then two sequences xn, yn are called discrete adjacent sequences. If moreover
xn (or equivalently yn) is Cauchy (respectively uniformly discrete) then these two
sequences xn, yn are called Cauchy discrete adjacent (uniformly discrete adjacent,
respectively) sequences. When a particular metric d is needed we will say d-adjacent.
Discrete adjacent sequences allow for an alternative characterization of the UC space:
Theorem 2.3 [6]. A metric space X is UC iff X contains no pair of discrete adjacent
sequences.
Definition 2.4. Let (X,d) be a metric space. A pair C+,C− of closed sets of X is u-placed
if d(C+ε ,C−ε ) > 0 holds for every ε > 0, where C+ε = {x ∈ C+: d(x,C+ ∩ C−) ε} and
C−ε = {x ∈ C−: d(x,C+ ∩C−) ε}.
Remark 2.5. Note that C+ε = C+ and C−ε = C− when C+ ∩ C− = ∅ in Definition 2.4.
Hence a partition X = C+ ∪ C− of X into clopen sets is u-placed iff C+,C− are
uniformly clopen (a subset U of a space X is uniformly clopen if its characteristic function
χU :X → {0,1} is uniformly continuous where {0,1} is discrete).
Lemma 2.6. For a metric space (X,d) and a pair C+,C− of closed subsets of X the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the pair C+,C− is u-placed;
(2) a continuous function f :C+ ∪C− → R is u.c. whenever f |C+ and f |C− are u.c.;
(3) same as (2) with R replaced by a general metric space (M,ρ).
Proof. We begin with the implication (1) ⇒ (3). Assume (1) and let f :C+ ∪ C− →
(M,ρ) be a continuous function such that f |C+ and f |C− are u.c. If either C+ = C+ ∪C−
or C− = C+ ∪C− the proof is over, so assume C+ 
= C+ ∪C− and C− 
= C+ ∪C−.
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Note that if C+ ∩ C− = ∅, then by Remark 2.5 C+,C− are uniformly clopen, i.e.,
d(C+,C−) > 0. Then (3) is obviously fulfilled. This is why we assume also C+ ∩C− 
= ∅
from now on.
Let ε > 0. By the uniform continuity of f |C+ and f |C− there exists δ > 0 such that if
d(x, y) < δ and either x, y ∈ C+ or x, y ∈C− then
ρ
(
f (x), f (y)
)
< ε/2. (∗)
Since the pair C+,C− is u-placed we have δ1 = dist(C+δ/2,C−δ/2) > 0. Set δ2 =
1
2 min{δ, δ1}. Let us see now that d(x, y) < δ2 yields ρ(f (x), f (y)) < ε for any pair
x, y ∈ C+ ∪ C−. If either x, y ∈ C+ or x, y ∈ C− then this is obvious by (∗). Suppose
x ∈ C+ and y ∈ C−. By the definition of δ1 it follows that for some z ∈ C+ ∩ C− one of
the following holds
either d(x, z) < δ/2 or d(y, z) < δ/2.
Since also d(x, y) < δ/2 by the choice of δ2, we conclude that in each case we have
d(x, z) < δ and d(y, z) < δ.
Now (∗) applied to the pair x and z first, and then to the pair y , z gives ρ(f (x), f (y)) < ε.
This concludes the proof of (1) ⇒ (3).
Since the implication (3) ⇒ (2) is trivial, to finish the proof it suffices to prove the
implication (2) ⇒ (1). Assume (2). If C+ ∩C− = ∅, then by the previous remark the pair
C+,C− is u-placed iff C+,C− are uniformly clopen. To see that this occurs, consider
the characteristic function χ :C+ ∪ C− → R of the set C+. It is continuous and (2)
yields that χ is u.c. as well. Consequently C+,C− are uniformly clopen. Now assume
that C+ ∩C− 
= ∅ and consider the function f :C+ ∪ C− → R defined by f (x) :=
d(x,C+ ∩ C−), for x ∈ C+, and by f (x) := −d(x,C+ ∩ C−), for x ∈ C−. Obviously
the restrictions of f on C+ and C− are u.c. so that (2) yields that f is u.c. This implies
d(C+ε ,C−ε ) > 0 for every ε > 0. In fact, assume the contrary. Then for some ε > 0 we
have d(C+ε ,C−ε ) = 0. This means that there exist two adjacent sequences (xn) ⊆ C+ε and
(yn) ⊆ C−ε . On the other hand, the definition of f gives f (xn)  ε and f (yn)  −ε,
contradicting the uniform continuity of f . 
Corollary 2.7. A metric space (X,d) is 2-straight iff every pair of closed subsets, which
form a cover of X, is u-placed.
The following easy combinatorial property of adjacent sequences witnessing distance
zero for two closed sets covering a straight space will be essentially used in the proof of
Theorem 2.9.
Corollary 2.8. Let X be a 2-straight space and X = A ∪ B be a closed cover of X. If
(an) ⊂ A and (bn) ⊂ B are adjacent sequences, then there is a sequence (cn) ⊂ A ∩ B
adjacent with (an).
Proof. By the above corollary d(an,A ∩ B) → 0. Now it suffices to take any sequence
(cn) ⊂ A∩B witnessing that fact. 
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Theorem 2.9. If a metric space X is 2-straight, then X is straight.Proof. Assume X is 2-straight. Let X be the union of finitely many closed sets C1, . . . ,Cn,
and let f ∈ C(X) be such that each restriction f |Ck (k = 1,2, . . . , n) of f is u.c. We
must prove that f is u.c. The difficulty is that the union of a subfamily of {C1, . . . ,Cn} is
not necessarily 2-straight, so the obvious induction on n fails. We define an equivalence
relation between sequences (xn) of elements of X as follows: (xn) ∼ (yn) iff both (xn), (yn)
and (f (xn)), (f (yn)) are couples of adjacent sequences. If (xn) and (yn) are adjacent
sequences contained in the same set Ci , then (xn)∼ (yn) because f|Ci is u.c. Assume for a
contradiction that f is not uniformly continuous. Then there are two sequences (an), (bn)
which are adjacent and yet for some δ > 0 we have d(f (an), f (bn)) > δ for every n, hence
in particular (an) 
∼ (bn).
Taking a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that there is a set, say C1, containing
all the elements an, and another set Ct containing all the elements bn. Clearly for every
α :N → N, the subsequences (aα(n)) and (bα(n)) are not ∼-equivalent. To such a function
α we associate the set σα of those i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that the set Ci contains a sequence
∼-equivalent to (aα(n)). Then 1 ∈ σα and t /∈ σα . Now let us fix α such that σ = σα is
maximal with respect to inclusion, and let us argue for a contradiction. Let A =⋃i∈σ Ci
and B =⋃k/∈σ Ck . Since X is 2-straight, by Corollary 2.8 applied to the sequences (aα(n))
and (bα(n)), there is a sequence (cn) ⊂ A ∩ B adjacent to (aα(n)). We can then find a
subsequence (cr(n)) contained in some of the intersections Ci ∩ Ck for i ∈ σ and k /∈ σ .
Define γ :N → N by γ (n) = α(r(n)). Then σγ ⊇ σ ∪ {k}, contradicting the maximality
of σ .
Corollary 2.10. A metric space (X,d) is straight iff every pair of closed subsets which
cover X is u-placed.
The above criterion gives a complete characterization of straight spaces. In the case of
locally connected spaces we will obtain a better characterization.
We formulate now several easy corollaries of Lemma 2.6. They will be useful in
Section 4.
Corollary 2.11. Let (X,d) be straight. For any clopen Z ⊆ X, dist(Z,X \Z) > 0.
Notation 2.12. For a topological space X, let Isol(X) = {x ∈ X: x is isolated in X} and
DerX = X \ IsolX. The symbol Clopen(X) denotes the Boolean algebra of all clopen
subsets of X. The completion of a metric space (X,d) will be denoted by (X˜, d˜).
Corollary 2.13. Let (X,d) be straight. The Boolean algebras Clopen(X) and Clopen(X˜)
are isomorphic. The isomorphism takes U ∈ Clopen(X) to its closure U in X˜. The inverse
is the restriction: Z ∈ Clopen(X˜) is mapped to Z ∩ X. In particular X is connected iff X˜
is connected.
Lemma 2.14. Let (X,d) be straight. Then Isol(X)X is complete.
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Proof. Put Z = Isol(X)X . Suppose there is a Cauchy sequence (xn)n∈ω in Z without
any cluster point. As Isol(X) is dense in Z, we may assume (xn)n∈ω ⊂ Isol(X). Define
D = {x2n+1: n ∈ ω}. Then D is a clopen set with d(D,X \ D) = 0 which contradicts
straightness of X, see Corollary 2.11. 
3. A characterization of straight spaces in the locally connected case
Lemma 3.1. If (X,d) is uniformly locally connected, then (X,d) is straight.
Proof. Let X =⋃ki=1 Xi be a finite cover of X by closed sets. Let f ∈ C(X) and assume
that the restriction of X to each Xi is u.c. If f is not u.c. there is ε > 0 and two sequences
(xn) and (yn) in X such that d(xn, yn) → 0 and |f (xn)− f (yn)| > ε. (Note that (xn) and
(yn) cannot have accumulation points in X.) Since X is uniformly locally connected, for n
large enough there are connected sets In joining xn and yn whose diameters tend to 0. On
the other hand the diameter of f (In) is > ε. Since f (In)=⋃ki=1 f (In ∩Xi) is connected,
there is some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that lim supn diam(f (In ∩ Xi)) > ε/k, which is absurd
since f is u.c. on Xi . 
Remark 3.2. A metric space (X,d) is uniformly locally connected iff for any pair of
adjacent sequences (xn) and (yn) there are, for n large enough, connected sets In joining
xn and yn, with diam(In) → 0. The hypothesis that (X,d) is uniformly locally connected
in Lemma 3.1 can be weakened by requiring the stated condition only for those adjacent
sequences (xn) and (yn) which have no accumulation points in X (cf. Proposition 5.7).
Before stating the famous Yefremovich lemma, we mention another well-known result
on metric spaces which may be proved applying the Ramsey theorem.
Lemma 3.3. Let (X,d) be a metric space and M ⊂ X be infinite. Then M contains a
non-trivial Cauchy sequence or M contains an infinite uniformly discrete subset.
Lemma 3.4 (Yefremovich). Let (X,ρ) be a metric space, and let (xn) and (yn) be two
sequences in X with ρ(xn, yn) > ε for all n. Then there is an infinite set J ⊂ N such that
ρ(xn, ym) > ε/4 for all n,m ∈ J .
Proof. We say that two pairs (xn, yn) and (xm, ym) are separated if d(xn, ym) > ε/4 and
d(xm,yn) > ε/4. We must prove that there is an infinite set J ⊂ N such that any distinct
pairs with indexes in J are separated. If this is not the case, then by Ramsey theorem there
is an infinite set J ⊂ N such that any distinct pairs with indexes in J are not separated.
Hence
d(xn, xm) 3ε/4 and d(yn, ym) 3ε/4 for n <m in J. (1)
Taking i(1) < i(2) < i(3) < i(4) in J we argue as follows. Since the pairs (xi(1), yi(1))
and (xi(4), yi(4)) are not separated, one has either d(xi(1), yi(4)) ε/4 or d(xi(4), yi(1))
ε/4. In the first case (1) gives d(xi(2), yi(4))  ε/2 and d(xi(3), yi(4))  ε/2. Then
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non-separatedness of the pairs (xi(2), yi(2)) and (xi(4), yi(4)) yields d(xi(4), yi(2)) 
ε/4. Analogously we get d(xi(4), yi(3))  ε/4. This yields d(yi(2), yi(3))  ε/2 which
contradicts (1). The case d(xi(4), yi(1)) ε/4 is handled analogously. 
We will apply Lemma 3.4 to the metric ρ = d∗ defined below.
Definition 3.5. Given a metric space (X,d) and x, y ∈ X we define
d∗(x, y)= min{1, inf{ε | there is a connected set of diameter  ε
containing x and y}}
(so d∗(x, y)= 1 if there is no connected set containing x and y).
Lemma 3.6.
(1) The map d∗ induced by (X,d) is a metric on X.
(2) If d is bounded by 1, d∗  d .
(3) If (X,d) is locally connected, d and d∗ induce the same topology on X, and d∗∗ = d∗.
(4) If (X,d) is totally disconnected, (X,d∗) is a uniformly discrete space.
Proof. (1) To prove that d∗ is a metric it is enough to observe that d∗(x, y) < ε1 and
d∗(y, z) < ε2 implies d∗(x, z) < ε1 + ε2.
(2) Is clear.
(3) Let ε < 1. The obvious implication d∗ < ε → d < ε shows that the open sets
of (X,d) are open in (X,d∗). For the converse let B∗(x, ε) = {y | d∗(x, y) < ε}. It
suffices to show that x is in the interior of B∗(x, ε) in the topology of (X,d). By local
connectedness there is a connected open set O containing x and of diameter < ε. Then
clearly x ∈ O ⊆ B∗(x, ε), so x is in the interior of B∗(x, ε) as desired. We have thus
proved that d and d∗ induce the same topology. To see that d∗∗ = d∗ note that the inequality
d∗∗  d∗ holds by part (2). For the converse suppose d∗(x, y) < ε. Then x, y are contained
in a connected set C of d-diameter < ε. For a connected set the d∗-diameter coincides
with the d-diameter. So x, y are contained in a connected set of d∗-diameter < ε. Hence
d∗∗(x, y) < ε. Therefore d∗∗  d∗.
(4) Is clear, since d∗ takes only values 0 and 1 in this case. 
Remark 3.7. (X,d) is uniformly locally connected iff d and d∗ are uniformly equivalent,
namely every pair of d-adjacent sequences (xn) and (yn) is also d∗-adjacent.
Lemma 3.8. Let (X,d) be a locally connected metric space. Suppose there is ε > 0 and
two d-adjacent sequences (xn) and (yn) in X with d∗(xn, yn) > ε for every n. Then (X,d)
is not straight.
Proof. Since d∗ is a metric (Lemma 3.6) taking a subsequence if necessary we can assume
by Lemma 3.4 that d∗(xn, ym) > ε/4 for all n,m. According to Lemma 3.3, taking a
subsequence we can assume that one of the following two cases holds: (1) (xn) is a Cauchy
sequence; (2) there is δ > 0 such that d(xn, xm) > δ for every n,m.
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In case (1) there is a closed ball M1 of diameter ε/8 containing xn and yn for all but
finitely many n, say for all n n0. Let M ⊃ M1 be a ball of diameter ε/4 with the same
center as M1 and let H = X \ int(M). For n  n0 the distances of xn and yn from H are
bounded away from 0 (they are  ε/8). We claim that the interior of M can be partitioned
in two relatively closed sets F and G, one containing all the xn with n  n0, the other
containing all the yn with n  n0. Granted this we can write X as the union of the two
closed sets H ∪ F and H ∪ G intersecting in H , and since these sets are not u-placed (as
witnessed by our two sequences), we conclude that X is not straight. To prove the claim
note first that M has been chosen so small that it cannot contain a connected set joining
a point in {xn | n ∈ N} to a point in {yn | n ∈ N}. Let A ⊂ M be the closure of the union
of the connected components of the points xn belonging to M , and let B ⊂ M be defined
similarly with respect to the points yn. Finally let C ⊂ M be the closure of the union of all
components of M which are disjoint from {xn | n ∈N} and {yn | n ∈ N}. Since X is locally
connected, a point in the interior of M belongs to exactly one of the sets A,B,C. So the
claim is proved setting F = A∩ int(M) and G = (B ∪C)∩ int(M).
Consider now case (2) and fix δ > 0 such that d(xn, xm) > δ for every n,m. Define
now M as the union of a family of closed balls Mn of the same radius λ < min{δ/2, ε/4},
with Mn centered in xn. Note that the balls Mn are disjoint, and each one is so small
that it cannot contain a connected set joining a point from {xn | n ∈ N} to a point from
{yn | n ∈ N}. Since d(xn, yn) → 0, there is n0 such that for all n n0 the points xn, yn lie
in M and their distance from H = X \ int(M) is bounded away from 0 (we can arrange so
that it  λ/2). Reasoning as in case (1) we can partition int(M) in two disjoint relatively
closed sets F,G, with F containing all the xn with n  n0 and G containing all the yn
with n  n0. To finish the proof we write X as the union of the two closed sets H ∪ F
and H ∪G, and since these sets are not u-placed (as witnessed by our two sequences), we
conclude that X is not straight. 
Theorem 3.9. Let (X,d) be locally connected. Then (X,d) is straight iff it is uniformly
locally connected.
Proof. By Remark 3.7, Lemmas 3.8 and 3.1.
4. Totally disconnected straight spaces
We recall that the quasi-component of a point x is the intersection of all the clopen
sets containing x . Following the terminology from Engelking [4], we call a space
totally disconnected if all quasi-components are trivial, and hereditarily disconnected if
all connected components are trivial. Obviously, UC spaces are straight, but UC is a
much stronger property than straightness. Our main aim in this sections is to show that
straightness coincides with UC for totally disconnected spaces:
As a start we show that at least the complete totally disconnected straight spaces are UC
spaces. Given a metric space (X,d) we denote by (X˜, d˜) the completion of X.
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Lemma 4.1. Let (X,d) be a totally disconnected metric space. If X is straight then X˜
is UC.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 we have to prove that
Der X˜ = X˜ \ Isol(X˜)= {x ∈ X˜: x is not isolated in X˜}
is compact and for each ε > 0, the set X˜ \ Bε(Der X˜) is uniformly discrete. Recall that
Isol(X˜)= Isol(X).
Claim. X cannot contain two uniformly discrete adjacent sequences (see Definition 2.2).
We use Corollary 2.7. Suppose (xn)n∈ω and (yn)n∈ω are uniformly discrete adjacent
sequences in X. Take ε > 0 such that d(xn, xm) > ε whenever n 
= m. Without loss
of generality, we may and shall suppose that d(xn, yn) < ε4 for each n. Put H = X \⋃
n∈ω B ε2 (xn). Hence H is closed and the distance of any point xn or yn from H is at least
ε
4 . For each n, take a clopen set Cn containing xn and avoiding yn (total disconnectedness
is used). Put
C+ = H ∪
⋃
n∈ω
Cn ∩ B ε2 (xn)
and








So Corollary 2.7 finishes the proof of the claim.
We have therefore proved that each pair of discrete adjacent sequences in X must be
Cauchy.
Our next goal is to prove that Der X˜ is compact. Assume the contrary, i.e., there is a
sequence (xn)n∈ω in Der X˜ which is ε-discrete for ε > 0. Since Der X˜ consists of non-
isolated points, this produces a pair of uniformly discrete adjacent sequences in X which
contradicts the above claim.
It remains to prove that for any ε > 0, X˜ \ Bε(Der X˜) is uniformly discrete.
Put D = X˜ \ Bε(Der X˜). As X is dense in X˜ we obtain that D ⊂ X. Assume that




. As these points are at least ε-distant from Der X˜, using Lemma 3.3, we
may assume without loss of generality that the sequences (xn) and (yn) are uniformly
discrete adjacent sequences which contradicts the claim. 
Corollary 4.2. Let (X,d) be a totally disconnected metric space. If X is straight then
Der X˜ is compact.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 X˜ is UC, hence by the characterization of UC spaces (Theorem 2.1)
Der X˜ is compact. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (X,d) be a totally disconnected and straight metric space. Then its
completion X˜ is totally disconnected.
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Proof. Let z ∈ X˜ and let Qz be the quasi-component of z. We must prove |Qz| = 1.
Assume for a contradiction |Qz| > 1.
We claim that |Qz ∩X| 1. In fact, if x, y are distinct points in Qz ∩ X, then since X
is totally disconnected there exists a clopen set Z in X separating x and y in X. Then its
closure in X˜ separates x and y in X˜ (Corollary 2.11) contradicting the fact that x and y
belong to the same quasi component in X˜.
Since |Qz| > 1, the claim implies that Qz contains at least one point z′ in X˜ \X. Since
Qz = Qz′ , changing the point if necessary we can assume that z ∈ X˜ \X.
Let P = Qz ∩X. By the claim P is either empty or consists of a single point. So since
z /∈ X, we can fix an open set B ⊇ P so small that z /∈ B (all closures are taken in X˜).
By Lemma 2.14 Isol(X) ⊆ X, so every point of X˜ \ X belongs to the interior of
Der X˜ = X˜ \ Isol(X). In particular z is in the interior of Der X˜.
Clearly Qz contains no isolated points of X˜, so Qz ⊆ Der X˜. By Corollary 4.2 Der X˜ is
compact. So Qz is compact, too. Note also that Qz has an empty interior in X˜, as otherwise
by the density of X in X˜ and the fact that Qz contains no isolated points, Qz would contain
infinitely many points of X.
Now Qz is the intersection of all clopen sets of X˜ that contain Qz, so using the
compactness of Der X˜ we can find for every n a clopen set Un of X˜ containing Qz such
that Un ∩ Der X˜ is contained in the open neighbourhoodB1/n(Qz). We can arrange so that
Un ⊇ Un+1. Observe that
Un ∩ Der X˜ 
⊆ Qz ∪B (2)
for every n. Indeed a neighbourhood of z lies in the former set and not in the latter.
Define Wn = Un \Un+1. By (1) for infinitely many n we have
Wn ∩ Der X˜ 
⊆ Qz ∪B. (3)
We have thus produced an infinite family (Wn) with the following properties:
(i) Each Wn is clopen;
(ii) The sets Wn are pairwise disjoint;
(iii) Wn ∩ Der X˜ is not included in B for every n;
(iv) Wn ∩ Der X˜ ⊆ B1/n(Qz) for every n.
Taking a subsequence we can also assume that (2) holds for every n. So for each n we can
choose a point wn ∈ X˜ in the difference (Wn ∩ Der X˜) \ (Qz ∪B). Since all the points wn
lie in the compact set Der X˜, taking a subsequence we can assume that d(wn,wn+1) → 0.




)∩X, (Wn+1 \B )∩X)→ 0. (4)
Define
• V =⋃nW2n,
• C+ = Isol(X) ∪ (V ∩X) ∪P ,
• C− = Isol(X) ∪ (X \ V ).
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By (iv) above, V ∩X = (V ∩X)∪P , so C+ is closed in X. Obviously C− is also closed
in X. We have C+ ∪ C− = X and C+ ∩ C− = Isol(X) ∪ P . We will show that the pair
C+,C− is not u-placed, contradicting the straightness of X. To this aim we must ensure
that d(C+ε ,C−ε )= 0 for some appropriate ε > 0. Recall that C+ε = C+ \Bε(C+ ∩C−) and
C−ε = C− \Bε(C+ ∩C−).
Now Qz \ B is included in X˜ \ X, so it is disjoint from Isol(X), and since Qz \ B
is compact, it has a positive distance r from Isol(X). Choose ε < r/2 and such that
Bε(P ) ⊆ B . By (iv) for n sufficiently large Wn \ B is disjoint from Bε(C+ ∩ C−).
The desired conclusion follows from (3) and the fact that C+ε ⊇ (W2n \ B) ∩ X,C−ε ⊇
(W2n+1 \B)∩X for n sufficiently large. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (X,d) be totally disconnected and straight. Then (X,d) is complete.
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that X 
= X˜. Take x ∈ X˜ \ X. By Lemma 2.14, there
is ε > 0 such that Bε(x) ∩ Isol(X) = ∅. By Corollary 4.2 Der X˜ is compact. Hence X˜ is
locally compact at x . By Lemma 4.3 Qx = {x}, so {x} is an intersection of clopen sets
in X˜. By local compactness of X˜ it then follows that X˜ has a local base (Wn)n at x of
clopen sets. We can arrange so that Wn ⊇ Wn+1. Define V =⋃nW2n \ W2n+1. Note that
X ∩ V is a clopen subset of X at distance zero from its complement. This contradicts
Corollary 2.11. 
Remark 4.5. This lemma should be compared with Example 1.6. It could be interesting to
know conditions implying completeness for straight spaces.
Theorem 4.6. Let (X,d) be a totally disconnected metric space. Then X is straight iff X
is UC.
Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4. 
5. Further results on straight spaces
We show in this section that two very natural stronger versions of straightness coincide
with UC.
A closed subspace of a straight space need not be straight (just take two branches of
the hyperbola in the plane). Since closed subspaces of UC spaces are UC, every closed
subspace of a UC space is straight. Surprisingly, the converse is also true:
Proposition 5.1. For every metric space X the following are equivalent:
(1) X is UC;
(2) every closed subspace of X is straight, i.e., X is hereditarily straight;
(3) every pair of closed subsets is u-placed.
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Proof. We only need to prove the implication (2) ⇒ (1). Assume X is not UC. Then one
can find a pair A, B of disjoint closed countable sets with d(A,B) = 0. Now the closed
subspace Y = A ∪ B of X is not straight being a union of two disjoint clopen sets A, B
with d(A,B)= 0. 
Proposition 5.2. For a straight space X TFAE:
(1) X is complete;
(2) every closed precompact subspace of X is straight;
(3) every closed precompact subspace of X is compact.
Proof. Obviously, (1) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (2). To prove (2) ⇒ (1), it suffices to note that every non-
convergent Cauchy sequence in X is a closed precompact subset that is not straight (by
Lemma 4.4). 
By the above argument we obtain an example of a space X containing a straight
subspace Y and a compact subspace K such that their intersection is not straight (take
any straight non-complete space Y , let X be its completion and let K be any convergent
sequence (yn) such that (yn) is in Y , but the limit y /∈ Y ). This should be compared with
the following result, whose proof will be given in [3].
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a metric space and X = K ∪ Y , where K is a compact subspace
of X and Y is a closed subset of X. Then X is straight iff Y is straight.
Clearly every UC space permits gluing of arbitrary family of u.c. functions, whereas
straight spaces permit gluing of finite families of u.c. This raises the question whether it
is possible to strengthen Theorem 2.9 to arbitrary families of u.c. functions. Again, this
stronger version of straight does not give anything new, since this notion coincides with
UC:
Proposition 5.4. For every metric space X the following are equivalent:
(1) X is UC;
(2) whenever X can be written as a union of a locally finite family {Ci}i∈I of closed sets
we have that f ∈ C(X) is u.c. iff each restriction f |Ci of f, i ∈ I , is u.c.;
(3) if X = ⋃∞n=1 Cn, where {Cn}n∈N is a locally finite family of open (closed) sets, we
have that f ∈ C(X) is u.c. iff each restriction f |Cn of f,n ∈N, is u.c.
Proof. Obviously, (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3).
To prove the implication (3) ⇒ (1) assume that X is not UC. Then there exists a pair
A,B of closed disjoint countable discrete sets in X with d(A,B) = 0. Let A = {an}n and
B = {bn}n be one-to-one numeration of A and B with d(an, bn) → 0. Choose a sequence
εn of positive real numbers such that:
(1) the open εn-balls Un with center an are pairwise disjoint;
(2) the open εn-balls Vn with center bn are pairwise disjoint;
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(3) Un ∩ Vn = ∅ for each n.
For every n let Bn (respectively Dn) be the closed εn/2-ball with center an (respectively
bn). Set W = X \ ⋃n(Bn ∪ Dn). Since the family {Un}n ∪ {Vn}n is locally finite,⋃
n(Bn ∪Dn) is closed, hence W is an open set in X. Therefore, X = W ∪
⋃
n(Un ∪ Vn)
is a countable locally finite open cover of X. Now define a function f :X →R as follows.
If x ∈ Un for some n ∈ N, let f (x) = d(x,X\Un)εn , otherwise set f (x) = 0. Since for every
n the restriction f |Un is a 1εn -Lipschitzian function, clearly all restrictions f |Un , f |Vn and
f |W are u.c., so that in particular f is continuous. Since d(an, bn) → 0 with f (an)  1,
f (bn) = 0, the function f is not u.c. This contradicts the hypothesis (3). Replacing this
open cover with a closed one with the same properties one obtains a similar proof for the
version of (3) with closed sets. 
In connection with item (3) of the above proposition let us mention that if X is a straight
space and X =⋃mn=1 Cn is an arbitrary finite cover of X, then f ∈ C(X) is u.c. iff each
restriction f |Cn of f , 1  n  m, is u.c. (it suffices to observe that uniform continuity
of f |Cn implies uniform continuity of f |Cn and apply straightness to the closed cover
X =⋃mn=1 Cn). In other words, the restraint to consider only closed covers can be relaxed
in Definitions 1.1 and 1.2.
5.1. Open questions
Problem 5.5. Find a characterization of the straight spaces in the category of uniform
spaces, both in the locally connected and in the totally disconnected case.
Clearly, one can try to solve this problem by introducing an appropriate version of
uniform local connectedness for uniform spaces. In a forthcoming paper [3] we study
straightness for some uniform spaces (as topological groups), as well as the connection
between a stronger version of straightness and uniform local connectedness. Some
preservation properties of straight spaces can also be found in [3] (in particular preservation
of straightness under taking extensions).
The following questions is suggested by Theorem 4.6:
Question 5.6. Are hereditarily disconnected straight metric spaces UC?
A positive answer holds in the totally disconnected case. One can easily see that
hereditarily disconnected UC spaces are totally disconnected (actually, zero-dimensional).
Therefore, to answer negatively this question it suffices to find straight hereditarily
disconnected space that is not totally disconnected.
We have given complete characterization of the straight metric spaces both in the locally
connected and in the totally disconnected case, but we still do not know a characterization
for general metric spaces. A sufficient condition is given by a weakening of uniform local
connectedness, as the following proposition shows (see Remark 3.2).
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Proposition 5.7 [3]. Suppose that for any pair of discrete adjacent sequences (xn) and
(yn) in (X,d), there are, for n large enough, connected sets In joining xn and yn, with
diam(In)→ 0. Then (X,d) is straight.
Question 5.8. Is the hypothesis in the above proposition a necessary and sufficient
condition for a complete space to be straight? (In the non-complete case there are
counterexamples [3].)
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